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!e Second Vatican Council (1962–1965), a gathering of Catholic bishops 
from around the world under the headship of Pope St. John XXIII and 
then Pope St. Paul VI, was one of the most signi"cant cultural and 
ecclesiastical events of the twentieth century. !ough practically everyone 
acknowledges its importance, Catholics have been debating its precise 
meaning and application for the past sixty years. As I write these words 
in the waning days of the year 2020, a fresh controversy has broken out, 
this time prompted by “traditionalists” who claim that Vatican II has 
betrayed authentic Catholicism and produced disastrous consequences in 
the life of the Church. In the years that I was coming of age, the 1970s and 
1980s, the argument was, largely, between advocates of a “hermeneutic 
of continuity” reading versus a “hermeneutic of rupture” interpretation 
of the council—which is to say, between those who appreciated Vatican 
II as a legitimate development of the teaching that preceded it, and those 
who saw the council as a real break with that tradition and a signal that 
something altogether new was emerging in the life of the Church.  

To understand this rather complex set of positions and counter-
positions, it is advisable to look, however brie#y, at the council and its 
immediate aftermath. !e great and saintly pope who summoned this 
gathering of bishops saw the purpose of the council as fundamentally 
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missionary. !e Church of the early 1960s did not face major doctrinal 
questions, but many priests, bishops, scholars, and pastoral practitioners 
did indeed think that the Church’s regnant neo-scholastic theology, a 
rather dry, super"cial version of the thought of St. !omas Aquinas, was 
inadequate to the missionary task in the modern world. !us, what the 
overwhelming majority of the theological experts and bishops at Vatican 
II opted for was an updating of the Church, but paradoxically, precisely 
through a recovery of the more lyrical language of the early Church Fathers 
and of the Scriptures. !is change, they felt, would facilitate the process 
of bringing the light of Christ to the men and women of our time. It is 
noteworthy that unlike almost all of the conciliar texts that came before, 
the documents of Vatican II are not pithy statements of belief or anathemas 
of heresies, but rather lengthy, meditative theological essays designed to 
persuade rather than to de"ne or condemn. !at this approach won the 
day at Vatican II is evident in the vote counts for the conciliar documents, 
almost all of which were passed with only a handful of negative votes out 
of over two thousand cast.  

To be sure, there was a small group of vocal dissenters to the 
documents, bishops and theologians who preferred to stay within the 
con"nes of the standard neo-scholastic approach, but it is fair to say 
that they were clearly defeated at the council. Now, the victorious party, 
within "ve years of the close of Vatican II, split into two camps, one more 
liberal and the other more conservative. !e former, represented by such 
"gures as Karl Rahner, Edward Schillebeeckx, Hans Küng, and Gregory 
Baum, saw the documents of Vatican II as a "rst step in the direction of 
a more radical reform of the Church. !ey argued that the council was 
much more than the written texts that it produced; that it had, in fact, 
unleashed a spirit that should be allowed to blow through the Church, 
a$ecting its doctrines, practices, and institutional structures. !e latter 
group, represented by, among others, Joseph Ratzinger, Henri de Lubac, 
Hans Urs von Balthasar, and Karol Wojty%a, reacted against this liberal 
reading. In a famous essay from the early seventies, Ratzinger decried the 
desire to perpetuate an amorphous &spirit of the council.' In point of fact, 
he argued, the Church always turns with a kind of relief from a council, 
since such gatherings always represent a certain throwing of the Church 
into suspense. While the theologians and bishops gather to deliberate and 
discuss, as indeed they must from time to time, the Church is not focused 
on its basic work of worshiping God, evangelizing, and caring for the poor. 
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Once the council has completed its task and resolved whatever di(culties 
needed resolving, the Church returns with renewed enthusiasm and clarity 
to its mission. !erefore, the perpetuation of the spirit of Vatican II would 
be tantamount, Ratzinger concluded, to condemning the Church to a 
permanent state of indecision. 

!ese two camps, corresponding more or less to the hermeneutic of 
rupture and hermeneutic of continuity approaches referenced above, have 
battled for the past roughly "fty years, but the latter school came to the fore 
due to the fact that two of its most distinguished representatives, Wojty%a 
and Ratzinger, both were elected to the o(ce of Peter. !eir papacies, 
expressed in numerous homilies, talks, encyclicals, and formal statements, 
stabilized the interpretation of Vatican II. !e radical traditionalists of the 
present moment represent an energetic comeback of the neo-scholastics 
who lost the day at Vatican II. !ey reject both the hermeneutic of 
continuity and the hermeneutic of rupture, preferring to see the entire 
Vatican II project as misbegotten from the beginning. 

With the book you are reading, I am nailing my colors to the mast. 
I and Word on Fire stand "rmly with Vatican II and hence against the 
radical traditionalists. And we stand "rmly with the Wojty%a-Ratzinger 
interpretation of the council, and hence against the progressives. We are 
convinced that, even as many voices have argued about the council since 
the documents appeared in the mid-1960s, vanishingly few Catholics 
have actually read the texts themselves. !is book is designed to address 
that problem. It includes the four “constitutions” of the council—which 
is to say, the principal essays that most fully articulate its purpose and 
ethos. But it also features a range of commentaries and explications of 
these marvelous documents, most drawn from the popes and bishops who 
provide a magisterial interpretation.

Many years ago, I heard a speaker remark that far too many people in 
the Church seem to want either Vatican I or Vatican III! !at traditionalists 
and progressives still dominate much of the conversation today proves that 
his observation still has validity. I believe that the documents of Vatican 
II are still widely unread, and if they are read, often misunderstood. !e 
needful thing, I am convinced, is a robust and enthusiastic reappropriation 
of the texts of Vatican II. I hope that this book represents a contribution 
to that project.
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Today, Venerable Brethren, is a day of joy for Mother Church: through 
God’s most kindly providence the longed-for day has dawned for the 
solemn opening of the Second Vatican Ecumenical Council, here at St. 
Peter’s shrine. And Mary, God’s Virgin Mother, on this feast day of her 
noble motherhood, gives it her gracious protection.

TH E CH U RCH I N COU NCIL

A positive proof of the Catholic Church’s vitality is furnished by every 
single council held in the long course of the centuries—by the twenty 
ecumenical councils as well as by the many thousands of memorable 
regional and provincial ones emblazoned on the scroll of history.

And now the Church must once more rea(rm that teaching authority 
of hers which never fails, but will endure until the end of time. For that was 
Our reason for calling this most authoritative assembly, and We address 
you now as the humble successor, the latest born, of this Prince of Apostles. 
!e present Council is a special, worldwide manifestation by the Church 
of her teaching o(ce, exercised in taking account of the errors, needs and 
opportunities of our day.

Opening Address to the Council

Pope St. John XXIII
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A History of Triumph . . .

We address you, therefore, as Christ’s vicar, and We naturally begin this 
General Council by setting it in its historical context. !e voice of the 
past is both spirited and heartening. We remember with joy those early 
popes and their more recent successors to whom we owe so much. !eir 
hallowed, momentous words come down to us through the councils held 
in both the East and the West, from the fourth century to the Middle 
Ages, and right down to modern times. !eir uninterrupted witness, so 
zealously given, proclaims the triumph of Christ’s Church, that divine and 
human society which derives from its divine Redeemer its title, its gifts of 
grace, its whole dynamic force.

�����b$QG�RI�$GYHUVLW\

Here is cause indeed for spiritual joy. And yet this history has its darker 
side too, a fact, which cannot be glossed over. !ese nineteen hundred 
years have reaped their harvest of sorrow and bitterness. !e aged Simeon’s 
prophecy to Mary, the Mother of Jesus, proves true in every age: “Behold, 
this child is destined for the fall and for the rise of many in Israel, and for 
a sign that shall be contradicted.”1)Jesus, too, when grown to manhood, 
made it quite clear that men in times to come would oppose Him. We 
remember those mysterious words of His: “He who hears you, hears 
me.”2!St. Luke, who records these words, also quotes Him later as saying: 
“He who is not with me is against me; and he who does not gather with 
me scatters.”3

7R�%H�ZLWK�&KULVW�RU�$JDLQVW�+LP

Certain it is that the critical issues, the thorny problems that wait upon 
men’s solution, have remained the same for almost twenty centuries. And 
why? Because the whole of history and of life hinges on the person of Jesus 
Christ.)Either)men anchor themselves on Him and His Church, and thus 
enjoy the blessings of light and joy, right order and peace;) or) they live 
their lives apart from Him; many positively oppose Him, and deliberately 
exclude themselves from the Church. !e result can only be confusion in 
their lives, bitterness in their relations with one another, and the savage 
threat of war.

$�3DVWRUDO�)XQFWLRQ

But the function of every ecumenical council has always been to make 
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a solemn proclamation of the union that exists between Christ and His 
Church; to di$use the light of truth; to give right guidance to men both 
as individuals and as members of a family and a society; to evoke and 
strengthen their spiritual resources; and to set their minds continually on 
those higher values which are genuine and unfailing.

No study of human history during these twenty centuries of 
Christendom can fail to take note of the evidence of this extraordinary 
teaching authority of the Church as voiced in her general councils. !e 
documents are there, whole volumes of them; a sacred heritage housed in 
the Roman archives and in the most famous libraries of the world.

TH E DECISION TO HOLD
TH E SECON D VATICA N COU NCIL

$�6XGGHQ�,QVSLUDWLRQ

As regards the immediate cause for this great event, which gathers you 
here together at Our bidding, it is su(cient for Us to put on record once 
more something which, though tri#ing in itself, made a deep impression 
on Us personally. !e decision to hold an ecumenical council came to Us 
in the "rst instance in a sudden #ash of inspiration. We communicated 
this decision, without elaboration, to the Sacred College of Cardinals on 
that memorable January 25, 1959, the feast of St. Paul’s Conversion, in his 
patriarchal basilica in the Ostien Way.4)!e response was immediate. It 
was as though some ray of supernatural light had entered the minds of all 
present: it was re#ected in their faces; it shone from their eyes. At once the 
world was swept by a wave of enthusiasm, and men everywhere began to 
wait eagerly for the celebration of this Council.

$UGXRXV�3UHSDUDWLRQ

For three years the arduous work of preparation continued. It consisted 
in making a detailed and accurate analysis of the prevailing condition 
of the faith, the religious practice, and the vitality of the Christian, and 
particularly the Catholic, body.

We are convinced that the time spent in preparing for this Ecumenical 
Council was in itself an initial token of grace, a gift from heaven.

+RSH�IRU�6SLULWXDO�(QULFKPHQW

For We have every con"dence that the Church, in the light of this Council, 
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will gain in spiritual riches. New sources of energy will be opened to 
her, enabling her to face the future without fear. By introducing timely 
changes and a prudent system of mutual cooperation, We intend that the 
Church shall really succeed in bringing men, families and nations to the 
appreciation of supernatural values.

!us the celebration of this Council becomes a compelling motive for 
whole-hearted thanksgiving to God, the giver of every good gift, and for 
exultantly proclaiming the glory of Christ the Lord, the triumphant and 
immortal King of ages and peoples.

TH E TI M I NG OF THIS COU NCIL

And now, venerable brethren, there is another point that We would have 
you consider. Quite apart from the spiritual joy we all feel at this solemn 
moment of history, the very circumstances in which this Council is 
opening are supremely propitious. May We go on record as expressing this 
conviction openly before you now in full assembly.

3HVVLPLVWLF�9RLFHV

In the daily exercise of!Our pastoral o(ce, it sometimes happens that We 
hear certain opinions which disturb Us—opinions expressed by people 
who, though "red with a commendable zeal for religion, are lacking in 
su(cient prudence and judgment in their evaluation of events. !ey can 
see nothing but calamity and disaster in the present state of the world. 
!ey say over and over that this modern age of ours, in comparison with 
past ages, is de"nitely deteriorating. One would think from their attitude 
that history, that great teacher of life, had taught them nothing. !ey seem 
to imagine that in the days of the earlier councils everything was as it 
should be so far as doctrine and morality and the Church’s rightful liberty 
were concerned.

We feel that We must disagree with these prophets of doom, who are 
always forecasting worse disasters, as though the end of the world were at 
hand.

$�%DVLV�IRU�2SWLPLVP

Present indications are that the human family is on the threshold of a new 
era. We must recognize here the hand of God, who, as the years roll by, 
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is ever directing men’s e$orts, whether they realize it or not, towards the 
ful"llment of the inscrutable designs of His providence, wisely arranging 
everything, even adverse human fortune, for the Church’s good.

&LYLO�,QWHUYHQWLRQ�(OLPLQDWHG

As a simple example of what We mean, consider the extremely critical 
problems which exist today in the political and economic spheres. Men are 
so worried by these things that they give scant thought to those religious 
concerns, which are the province of the Church’s teaching authority. All 
this is evil, and we are right to condemn it. But this new state of a$airs 
has at least one undeniable advantage: it has eliminated the innumerable 
obstacles erected by worldly men to impede the Church’s freedom of action. 
We have only to take a cursory glance through the annals of the Church 
to realize that even those ecumenical councils which are recorded there 
in letters of gold, were celebrated in the midst of serious di(culties and 
most distressing circumstances, through the unwarranted intervention of 
the civil authority. Such intervention was sometimes dictated by a sincere 
intention on the part of the secular princes to protect the Church’s interests, 
but more often than not their motives were purely political and sel"sh, and 
the resultant situation was fraught with spiritual disadvantage and danger.

(DUQHVW�3UD\HU�IRU�$EVHQW�%LVKRSV

We must indeed confess to you Our deep sorrow over the fact that so many 
bishops are missing today from your midst. !ey su$er imprisonment and 
every kind of disability because of their faith in Christ. !e thought of these 
dear brothers of Ours impels Us to pray for them with great earnestness. 
Yet We are not without hope; and We have the immense consolation 
of knowing that the Church, freed at last from the worldly fetters that 
trammeled her in past ages, can through you raise her majestic and solemn 
voice from this Vatican Basilica, as from a second Apostolic Cenacle.

TH E COU NCIL’ S  PR I NCIPA L DU T Y:
TH E DEFENSE A N D A DVA NC EM EN T OF TRU TH

!e major interest of the Ecumenical Council is this: that the sacred 
heritage of Christian truth be safeguarded and expounded with greater 
e(cacy.
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!at doctrine embraces the whole man, body and soul. It bids us live 
as pilgrims here on earth, as we journey onwards towards our heavenly 
homeland.

0DQōV�7ZRIROG�2EOLJDWLRQ

It demonstrates how we must conduct this mortal life of ours. If we are 
to achieve God’s purpose in our regard we have a twofold obligation: as 
citizens of earth, and as citizens of heaven. !at is to say, all men without 
exception, both individually and in society, have a life-long obligation to 
strive after heavenly values through the right use of the things of this earth. 
!ese temporal goods must be used in such a way as not to jeopardize 
eternal happiness.

6HHNLQJ�WKH�.LQJGRP�RI�*RG

True enough, Christ our Lord said: “Seek "rst the kingdom of God and 
His justice,”5)and this word “"rst” indicates what the primary direction of 
all our thoughts and energies must be. Nevertheless, we must not forget 
the rest of Our Lord’s injunction: “and all these things shall be given 
you besides.”6 !us the traditional as well as the contemporary Christian 
approach to life is to strive with all zeal for evangelical perfection, and at 
the same time to contribute toward the material good of humanity. It is 
from the living example and the charitable enterprise of such Christians as 
these that all that is highest and noblest in human society takes its strength 
and growth.

&RQWULEXWLQJ�WR�6RFLHW\

If this doctrine is to make its impact on the various spheres of human 
activity—in private, family, and social life—then it is absolutely vital that 
the Church shall never for an instant lose sight of that sacred patrimony 
of truth inherited from the Fathers. But it is equally necessary for her to 
keep up to date with the changing conditions of this modern world, and 
of modern living, for these have opened up entirely new avenues for the 
Catholic apostolate.

%H\RQG�6FLHQFH

!e Church has never been stinting in her admiration for the results of 
man’s inventive genius and scienti"c progress, which have so revolutionized 
modern living. But neither has she been backward in assessing these new 
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developments at their true value. While keeping a watchful eye on these 
things, she has constantly exhorted men to look beyond such visible 
phenomena—to God, the source of all wisdom and beauty. Her constant 
fear has been that man, who was commanded to “subject the earth and 
rule it,”7)should in the process forget that other serious command: “!e 
Lord thy God shalt thou worship, and Him only shalt thou serve.”8)Real 
progress must not be impeded by a passing infatuation for transient things.

BR I NGI NG HOM E TH E CH U RCH ’ S T EACHI NG
TO TH E MODER N WOR LD

From what We have said, the doctrinal role of this present Council is 
su(ciently clear.

7UDQVPLWWLQJ�WKH�7UXWK�)HDUOHVVO\

!is twenty-"rst Ecumenical Council can draw upon the most e$ective 
and valued assistance of experts in every branch of sacred science, in the 
practical sphere of the apostolate, and in administration. Its intention is 
to give to the world the whole of that doctrine which, notwithstanding 
every di(culty and contradiction, has become the common heritage of 
mankind—to transmit it in all its purity, undiluted, undistorted.
It is a treasure of incalculable worth, not indeed coveted by all, but available 
to all men of good will.

And our duty is not just to guard this treasure, as though it were 
some museum-piece and we the curators, but earnestly and fearlessly to 
dedicate ourselves to the work that needs to be done in this modern age of 
ours, pursuing the path which the Church has followed for almost twenty 
centuries.

Nor are we here primarily to discuss certain fundamentals of Catholic 
doctrine, or to restate in greater detail the traditional teaching of the 
Fathers and of early and more recent theologians. We presume that these 
things are su(ciently well known and familiar to you all.

$�)UHVK�$SSURDFK

!ere was no need to call a council merely to hold discussions of that 
nature. What is needed at the present time is a new enthusiasm, a new 
joy and serenity of mind in the unreserved acceptance by all of the entire 
Christian faith, without forfeiting that accuracy and precision in its 
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presentation which characterized the proceedings of the Council of Trent 
and the First Vatican Council. What is needed, and what everyone imbued 
with a truly Christian, Catholic, and apostolic spirit craves today, is that 
this doctrine shall be more widely known, more deeply understood, and 
more penetrating in its e$ects on men’s moral lives. What is needed is that 
this certain and immutable doctrine, to which the faithful owe obedience, 
be studied afresh and reformulated in contemporary terms. For this deposit 
of faith, or truths which are contained in our time-honored teaching is one 
thing; the manner in which these truths are set forth (with their meaning 
preserved intact) is something else.

!is, then, is what will require our careful, and perhaps too our 
patient, consideration. We must work out ways and means of expounding 
these truths in a manner more consistent with a predominantly pastoral 
view of the Church’s teaching o(ce.

TH E R IGHT WAY TO SU PPR E S S ER ROR

In these days, which mark the beginning of this Second Vatican Council, 
it is more obvious than ever before that the Lord’s truth is indeed eternal. 
Human ideologies change. Successive generations give rise to varying 
errors, and these often vanish as quickly as they came, like mist before 
the sun.

!e Church has always opposed these errors, and often condemned 
them with the utmost severity. Today, however, Christ’s Bride prefers the 
balm of mercy to the arm of severity. She believes that, present needs are 
best served by explaining more fully the purport of her doctrines, rather 
than by publishing condemnations.

&RQWHPSRUDU\�5HSXGLDWLRQ�RI�*RGOHVVQHVV

Not that the need to repudiate and guard against erroneous teaching and 
dangerous ideologies is less today than formerly. But all such error is so 
manifestly contrary to rightness and goodness, and produces such fatal 
results, that our contemporaries show every inclination to condemn it of 
their own accord—especially that way of life which repudiates God and 
His law, and which places excessive con"dence in technical progress and 
an exclusively material prosperity. It is more and more widely understood 
that personal dignity and true self-realization are of vital importance and 
worth every e$ort to achieve. More important still, experience has at 
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long last taught men that physical violence, armed might, and political 
domination are no help at all in providing a happy solution to the serious 
problems which a$ect them.

$�/RYLQJ�0RWKHU

!e great desire, therefore, of the Catholic Church in raising aloft at 
this Council the torch of truth, is to show herself to the world as the 
loving mother of all mankind; gentle, patient, and full of tenderness and 
sympathy for her separated children. To the human race oppressed by 
so many di(culties, she says what Peter once said to the poor man who 
begged an alms: “Silver and gold I have none; but what I have, that I give 
thee. In the name of Jesus Christ of Nazareth, arise and walk.”9)In other 
words it is not corruptible wealth, nor the promise of earthly happiness, 
that the Church o$ers the world today, but the gifts of divine grace which, 
since they raise men up to the dignity of being sons of God, are powerful 
assistance and support for the living of a more fully human life. She unseals 
the fountains of her life-giving doctrine, so that men, illumined by the 
light of Christ, will understand their true nature and dignity and purpose. 
Everywhere, through her children, she extends the frontiers of Christian 
love, the most powerful means of eradicating the seeds of discord, the most 
e$ective means of promoting concord, peace with justice, and universal 
brotherhood.

PROMOTI NG U N IT Y OF TH E CHR ISTI A N
A N D H U M A N FA M ILY

!e Church’s anxiety to promote and defend truth springs from her 
conviction that without the assistance of the whole of revealed doctrine 
man is quite incapable of attaining to that complete and steadfast 
unanimity which is associated with genuine peace and eternal salvation. 
For such is God’s plan. He “wishes all men to be saved and to come to the 
knowledge of the truth.”10

Unhappily, however, the entire Christian family has not as yet fully 
and perfectly attained to this visible unity in the truth. But the Catholic 
Church considers it her duty to work actively for the ful"llment of that 
great mystery of unity for which Christ prayed so earnestly to His heavenly 
Father on the eve of His great sacri"ce. !e knowledge that she is so 
intimately associated with that prayer is for her an occasion of ine$able 
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peace and joy. And why should she not rejoice sincerely when she sees 
Christ’s prayer extending its salvi"c and ever increasing e(cacy even over 
those who are not of her fold?

5HŴHFWLRQ�RI�7KDW�8QLW\�6RXJKW�%\�&KULVW

Indeed, if we consider well the unity for which Christ prayed on behalf 
of His Church, it would seem to shine, as it were, with a threefold ray 
of supernatural, saving light. !ere is "rst of all that unity of Catholics 
among themselves which must always be kept steadfast and exemplary. 
!ere is also a unity of prayer and ardent longing prompting Christians 
separated from this Apostolic See to aspire to union with us. And "nally 
there is a unity, which consists in the esteem and respect shown for the 
Catholic Church by members of various non-Christian religions.

8QLYHUVDOLW\�DQG�8QLW\

It is therefore an overwhelming source of grief to us to know that, although 
Christ’s blood has redeemed every man that is born into this world, there 
is still a great part of the human race that does not share in those sources 
of supernatural grace, which exist in the Catholic Church. And yet the 
Church sheds her light everywhere. !e power that is hers by reason of her 
supernatural unity redounds to the advantage of the whole family of men. 
She amply justi"es those magni"cent words of St. Cyprian: “!e Church, 
radiant with the light of her Lord, sheds her rays over all the world, and 
that light of hers remains one, though everywhere di$used; her corporate 
unity is not divided. She spreads her luxuriant branches over all the earth; 
she sends out her fair-#owing streams ever farther a"eld. But the head is 
one; the source is one. She is the one mother of countless generations. And 
we are her children, born of her, fed with her milk, animated with her 
breath.”11

%OD]LQJ�D�7UDLO

Such, venerable brethren, is the aim of the Second Vatican Council. It 
musters the Church’s best energies and studies with all earnestness how 
to have the message of salvation more readily welcomed by men. By that 
very fact it blazes a trail that leads toward that unity of the human race, 
which is so necessary if this earthly realm of ours is to conform to the 
realm of heaven, “whose king is truth, whose law is love, whose duration 
is eternity.”12
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CONCLUSION

!us, venerable brethren in the episcopate, “our heart is wide open to 
you.”13)Here we are assembled in this Vatican Basilica at a turning-point in 
the history of the Church; here at this meeting-place of earth and heaven, 
by St. Peter’s tomb and the tomb of so many of Our predecessors, whose 
ashes in this solemn hour seem to thrill in mystic exultation.

$�5DGLDQW�'DZQ

For with the opening of this Council a new day is dawning on the Church, 
bathing her in radiant splendor. It is yet the dawn, but the sun in its rising 
has already set our hearts aglow. All around is the fragrance of holiness and 
joy. Yet there are stars to be seen in this temple, enhancing its magni"cence 
with their brightness. You are those stars, as witness the Apostle John;14)the 
churches you represent are golden candlesticks shining round the tomb of 
the Prince of Apostles.15)With you We see other dignitaries come to Rome 
from the "ve continents to represent their various nations. !eir attitude is 
one of respect and warm-hearted expectation.

6DLQWV��)DLWKIXO��DQG�&RXQFLO�)DWKHUV

Hence, it is true to say that the citizens of earth and heaven are united 
in the celebration of this Council. !e role of the saints in heaven is to 
supervise our labors; the role of the faithful on earth, to o$er concerted 
prayer to God; your role, to show prompt obedience to the supernatural 
guidance of the Holy Spirit and to do your utmost to answer the needs and 
expectations of every nation on earth. To do this you will need serenity of 
mind, a spirit of brotherly concord, moderation in your proposals, dignity 
in discussion, and wisdom in deliberation.

God grant that your zeal and your labors may abundantly ful"ll these 
aspirations. !e eyes of the world are upon you; and all its hopes.

3UD\HU�IRU�'LYLQH�$VVLVWDQFH

Almighty God, we have no con"dence in our own strength; all our trust 
is in you. Graciously look down on these Pastors of your Church. Aid 
their counsels and their legislation with the light of your divine grace. Be 
pleased to hear the prayers we o$er you, united in faith, in voice, in mind.

Mary, help of Christians, help of bishops; recently in your church at 
Loreto, where We venerated the mystery of the Incarnation,16)you gave us 
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a special token of your love. Prosper now this work of ours, and by your 
kindly aid bring it to a happy, successful conclusion. And do you, with St. 
Joseph your spouse, the holy apostles Peter and Paul, St. John the Baptist 
and St. John the Evangelist, intercede for us before the throne of God.

To Jesus Christ, our most loving Redeemer, the immortal King of all 
peoples and all ages, be love, power, and glory for ever and ever. Amen.

—October 11, 1962
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